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Abstract
The nonselfadjoint nature of some second order dierential equations
with periodic boundary conditions is exhibited by describing properties of
its spectrum such as geometric and algebraic multiplicities and existence of
nonreal eigenvalues
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 Introduction
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corresponds to the periodic problem Without loss of generality we can suppose
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It is known that the equation  admits a formally selfadjoint form
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 and if
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is selfadjoint for the metric of L

  dened by u v 

R


uv dx and has an
innite number of real eigenvalues with geometric multiplicities equal to  or 
and for every eigenvalue the algebraic and geometric multiplicities coincide
We are going to investigate the case in which the condition  fails to hold
Assume
k 
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it is easy to see that in this case T is not symmetric and consequently it is not
selfadjoint for the metric dened above
The purpose of this paper is to study for this problem the typical phenomena
that are associated to nonselfadjointness existence of nonreal complex eigenva
lues and existence of eigenvalues with algebraic multiplicity larger than the geo
metric multiplicity Our motivation comes from the belief that the study of linear
secondorder dierential operators on graphs see  has to give some light for
an understanding of the properties of the secondorder elliptic operators in open
domains of R
n
for n   as in  and  where selfadjointness is not generally
to be expected unlike for the interval for n 
  So we see our results as a
contribution to the view of graphs as onedimensional objects that exhibit some of
the features of the moredimensional domains and among the nontrivial graphs the
circle is the simplest case In this sense our paper was motivated by a previous paper
by the rst author  for general graphs where only the geometric multiplicity
was studied
In sections  and  we make the hypothesis that the coecient functions ax
bx and cx that appear in  are in L

  and in sections  and  that
they are functions of bounded variation These are quite general assumptions and
are motivated by the fact that discontinuous coecients appear very naturally in
applications as a consequence of changes of materials along the circle Another
reason is the natural discontinuity in the coecient functions that will appear
below when we will extend them to all x  R by periodicity Because of these
assumptions the equation  has to be understood in a weak sense the solution

must be a C

function of x whose second derivative in the generalized sense satises
the equation For these kind of solutions one can see that one has the usual results
of existence and uniqueness for the initial value problem but details will not be
presented here It is also clear that any change in the coecient functions on a set
of zero measure does not change the solutions at all
 Normalized form and summary of results
In order to work with the simplest possible equation we are going to dene a kind
of normalized form First of all by performing a change of variables in 
of the type
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the problem becomes a new equation
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
but now with periodic boundary conditions It is easy to see that
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Performing now a new change in the independent variable of the form psdt 
 ds
with a suitable positive and periodic function ps the problem  nally
becomes
v
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with rt   for   t   
It is known see  that if rt is smooth and periodic one can nd a new
change of variables such that the problem  keeps the same form except
for changes in the function q and that the new funcion r becomes the function
constantly equal to  This seems not to be possible for a general rt see Theorem
 and Remark  below but some more information on this type of changes of
variables can be found in Remark 
For k 
  the problem  admits an innite number of real eigenvalues
as we can see in  an the operator dened in the previous section is selfadjoint
for the metric also dened there

Putting now w 
 e
kt
v we obtain what we call the normalized form
w
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Now we explain the contents of the rest of the paper In section  we prove that
our problem admits an innite number of eigenvalues In section  one sees that
for the problem in the normalized form for large values of k there is only one real
eigenvalue One also sees that for rt smooth and periodic and arbitrary k 
 
there are only nitely many real eigenvalues but we show by an example that when
rt is not so regular this may not be the case Finally section  is devoted to the
problem of the algebraic and geometric multiplicities The results obtained in this
last section coincide with those that can be deduced from a more general problem
that is studied in  for the case of real analytic and periodic coecients or in 
for the case rt   and ht in L

  In comparison with these two works in
the present paper we do not obtain the oscillation properties of the eigenfunctions
but we present much more direct proofs of the multiplicity results
 Existence of an innite number of eigenvalues
Consider the problem with k 
  and rt  
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We call BV   the class of functions of bounded variation in   see 
Theorem  Suppose h r  BV   There exists an innite number of eigenva
lues for the problem 
Proof Suppose rst that h and r are in C

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 Let 	 and 
 be the solutions ob
viously depending on  of  such that 	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Any other solution of  can be written as ut 
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the conditions  we obtain for C
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the algebraic linear system
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By using that 	t
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 we can see that this system has non trivial
solutions if and only if
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Let f be the function dened by f 
 	  	 


  f is an entire function
of  as we can see in 

For our purposes we restrict ourselves to values of  such that
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 	 jhj
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this implies in particular that ht 	 rt 
  for all t The auxiliar equation
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An easy calculation shows that
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where V h and V r are respectively the total variations of the funcions h and r
see  So it is clear that there exist positive real numbers M and N such that
jfj Me
N
p
jj
 
The following lemma allows us to extend the result  to the general case of h
and r of bounded variation The proof that is based on ideas from  will be
omitted here but will appear in 
Lemma  Let F be a function of bounded variation on   and suppose F t 
   for all t    Then there exists a sequence of functions fF
n
g in C

 
and a positive number C
F
such that
lim
n
Z

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jF
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t F tjdt 
  V F
n
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C
F
 F
n
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for all n and t
Obviously we can apply this to a nonpositive function by adding an appropriate
constant
Let fh
n
g and fr
n
g be the sequences obtained by applying Lemma  to h and r
of bounded variation We consider the equations
u
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n
t 	 h
n
tu
n
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tu
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t 
    t  
with the same initial conditions as for u By applying the Gronwall inequality to
the dierence u
n
u it can be shown that 	
n
 	 and 


n
 


  so we

have in the limit the same left hand for the inequality  Moreover the lemma
also allows us to keep bounded in the limit the right hands of the inequalities 
and so  is also true when h and r are of bounded variation
Now we are going to study the behavior of jfj for  real and going to 
Let K be a real number and suppose that we choose  real such that
K
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First it is clear that 	t   for all t otherwise if t

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
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
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and then it is clear that there exists a positive real number m such that
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An entire function satisfying  and  is said to have order of growth 
A well known theorem on complex variable functions says that an entire function
with non integer order of growth has an innite number of zeroes see  Since
f  coshk satises these hypotheses this proves the theorem 
 Existence of nonreal eigenvalues
Theorem  Suppose h r  BV   There exists k

  such that if jkj  k


then there is only one real eigenvalue for the problem 
Proof If we substitute  by C or C 	  with C an arbitrary constant an
equivalent problem is obtained So we can assume   infr  supr 
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

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As before we consider rst h and r in C

  and extend later the result to
the case of bounded variation
For briefness we call gt 
 ht	rt The auxiliar equation  admits now
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Now we can extend this inequality to h r  BV   by using Lemma 
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strictly decreasing Now if we take  such that ht	 rt  k
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
 the curve y 
 f
intersects only once the straight line y 
  cosh k and this proves the theorem 
Theorem  For h in BV   and r in C

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 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 there exists only a nite number of real eigenvalues for the problem
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Proof The change of variables
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
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and every eigenvalue of  stays in a circle with center in the corresponding
eigenvalue of  and a xed radius depending only on sup jqj Since the
eigenvalues of  are


n

 n




 nki we deduce that the eigenvalues
of  are not real for large n 

Remark  We can replace C

  in Theorem  by W

  but we cannot
relax too much this condition as we can see in the following example Suppose
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
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  t   rt 
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
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 An elementary calculation shows that in
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we can write the right hand of  in the form
 	
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Since      this takes values greater than 	


for an innite number of values
of  This proves that the curve y 
 f intersects the straight line y 
  coshk
an innite number of times if jkj is not very large
Remark  In the proof of Theorem  it appears very clearly that a given problem
can be put in the form  but that the choices of the functions ht and
rt are not unique The Remark  shows that this lack of uniqueness does not
generally allow us to take r   We want to point out some more about the
possible choices of r If      is a W

function then the changes
 
 P

Z
t

p
s ds with P 


Z


p
t dt


 w 
 t

ut
bring the problem into the form
d

w
d
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
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



d
d







d


d

	 Ph

	
w 	 P
r

w 
 
w 
 e
k
w 
dw
d
 
 e
k
dw
d

So one can replace rt by the product of r by an arbitrary positive function of
class W



 Algebraic and geometric multiplicities
Theorem  Suppose that h r  L

  The eigenvalues for the problem 
 with k 
  have geometric multiplicities equal to 	 if any of them is not
real then its algebraic multiplicity is also equal to 
Proof The geometric multiplicity of  is  if and only if the matrix of the system
 has rank  but by using that 	t


t  	

t
t 
  one deduces that
k 
  So all the eigenvalues have multiplicity  for k 
  Suppose now that  is
a non real eigenvalue and y its eigenfunction For u 
 e
kt
y we have
u

	 ku

	 qu	 ru 
   
u 
 u  u

 
 u

 
Consider the operators L and A dened by Lu 


r
u

	 ku

	 qu A 
 L	 I 
and A


 L

	I  It is known that L

u 


r
u

ku

	qu with the same domain
as L and the metric u v 

R


ruvdt
We have Au 
  the algebraic multiplicity of  is greater than  if there exists
u such that Au 
 u Let v be such that A

v 
  Then Au v 
 u v and also
Au v 
 uA

v 
 u  
  Consequently u v 
  But this is impossible
by the following
Lemma  Suppose that  is not real and A A

as dened above If Au 
  and
A

v 
  then u v 
 
Proof The function v veries v

 kv

	 qv 	 rv 
  Putting v 
 e
kt
w we
obtain for w the equation w

	 kw

	 qw 	 rw 
 
First let us see that ut 
  for all t Otherwise being u a periodic function
we would have ut

 
 u 	 t

 
  and u would be an eigenfunction for the
Dirichlet problem  on t

  	 t

 with eigenvalue  and qt rt extended by
periodicity and  would have to be real By analogous arguments with Dirichlet
Neumann and third kind conditions we can see that u

tut is not real and
vt 
  u

t 
  v

t 
  v

tvt  R for all t
Also it is clear that wt 
  for all t
Let us see now that
w

t
wt

u

t
ut

  for all t We easily obtain w

w 
 k	
v

v Using the polar form for v and u we can see that Imv

v 
 

v
 Imw

w 



v
 Imu

u 
 

u
 The substitution of u 
 
u
e
i
u
and  
 a 	 bi in 
implies


u
	 k 	 

u

u


u
	 br 
  

u
 
 

u


Solving this equation we obtain


u
t 

be
kt


u
t


e
k
 
Z


r

u
e
ks
ds	
Z
t

r

u
e
ks
ds

and we deduce that 

u
t 
  for all t and the sign of 

u
depends on the sign of
k Doing the same for v the consequence is that Imv

v and Imu

u have
dierent signs thus
w

t
wt

u

t
ut

  for all t Then we can write
ruv 
 ruwe
kt

 re
kt
uw

 u

w
w

w  u

u
Since uw are solutions of the same dierential equation and u is periodic but w
is not remember k 
  they are linearly independent utw

t u

twt 
 
for all t and multiplying u by an appropriate scalar we can assume uw

 
u

w 
  Using the Liouville expression for the Wronskian we can nally
write
rtutvt 

rt
wt

wt u

tut

This has nonzero imaginary part for all t so
Z


rtutvt dt 
  
Theorem 	 Suppose that h r  L

  The eigenvalues for the problem 
 have algebraic multiplicities less than or equal to 

Proof Because of Theorem  above if  is a multiple eigenvalue it must be
real and with the same notations as in the proof of that theorem the equations
L	 Iu 
  and L

	 Iv
a

  do have nontrivial solutions We suppose also
that the algebraic multiplicity is greater than one so the equation L	 Iw 
 u
has also a solution This is equivalent to say that
Z


rtutv
a
t dt 
  
We have to prove that the algebraic multiplicity does not exceed two or equiva
lently that the equation L	 Iz 
 w has no solution This is equivalent to say
that
Z


rtwtv
a
t dt 
 

Let us dene v 
 e
kt
v
a
 It is clear that u and v satisfy the same dierential
equation but are linearly independent because u and v
a
are periodic and so v is
not So by Liouvilles Theorem there exists A 
  such that
uv

 u

v 
 Ae
kt

We use the variation of constants method in the equation
w

	 kw

	 qw 	 rw 
 ru
and look for w in the form w 
 C

tut 	 C

tvt By imposing the auxiliary
condition C


u	C


v   this means that C


u

	C


v


 ru and these two equations
give
C



 

Ae
kt
ruv 
 

A
ruv
a
 
C





Ae
kt
ru

 
Because of condition  we see that all the functions C

t that satisfy 
are automatically periodic So imposing the condition of periodicity to wt is
equivalent to imposing it to the term C

tvt If we write this term as C

tv
a
t
with C

t 
 C

te
kt
 we see that C

t has to be periodic and that equality
 becomes
C


	 kC




A
ru


This is a rst order nonhomogeneus ode with constant coecients so its general
solution is easily obtained And one easily obtains that its only periodic solution
is
C

t 

e
k
e
k
 

A
Z


e
ks
rt su

t sds
where the functions r and u are also considered as periodically extended From
this formula we see that C

t is of constant sign Putting all these things together
we have
Z


rwv
a


Z


rC

u	C

v
a
v
a

 
Z


C

tC


tAdt	
Z


C

trtv

a
tdt 
 
since the rst integral is zero because C

t is periodic and the second is nonzero
because C

t is of constant sign And this concludes the proof 
Remark  Putting together the results of the previous sections it is clear that
there can be eigenvalues of algebraic multiplicity  and geometric multiplicity  for
some values of k 
  this must happen when a pair of real eigenvalues collapse to
become nonreal for a value of k 
 
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